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How can we, people of God with the same mission, work together in our pari-
shes in Europe? How can the Colloquium of European Parishes in Barcelona 
help us?

La Salle Bonanova Residence
Passeig de la Bonanova, 8

A meeting in the heart of Europe

Committed Christians meet every two 
years in a fraternal atmosphere, combi-
ning in harmony the joy of the meeting 
and the faith that supports us.

Enrichment

Professors of pastoral theology, sociolo-
gy, etc. offer their knowledge to the Co-
lloquium and summarise the contents of 
the debates.

Discovery

By learning from one another how pari-
shes try to live and transmit the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ to the world of today. 

Exchange

We attend the meeting of the host coun-
try’s parishes and enrich each other with 
an exchange of cultures and pastoral ex-
periences.

People with a mission

Contact

www.cep-europa.org
info@cep-europa.org

Registration and information
Maria Gibert

(34) 938482161   
maria.gibert@telefonica.net

We start with the answers of a survey which was distributed in di-
fferent European countries. Conferences with experts -with simulta-
neous translation in four different languages- delve into the subject 
in depth. Dialogue with the speakers enriches the session even more. 
The presentation of experiences embodies the problematic and 
makes it alive and present. Tasks -in bilingual groups- give us the 
necessary time and space to look into and share what we experience 
every day. In a discussion panel, young people will offer us their fresh 
vision and expectations for the future. In the final conclusions, they 
will also provide us with their in-depth working experience carried 
out in parallel during the Colloquium.
First-hand visits to parishes allow us to experience the pastoral reality 
of the Dioceses of Barcelona and, in a fraternal atmosphere, share a 
prayer, pastoral experiences and a brotherhood supper. 
The final conclusions are set to reduce all of this work to a couple of 
pages, which we will take back home with us and will serve as reflection 
and as a reminder. Mass and daily prayers give us our desired spirituali-
ty. A short film and a guided tour of the Sagrada Familia will provide us 
the cultural aspect of this event. A tasting of local wines and cava and 
a festive supper will bring our Colloquium to a joyful close. 
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Sunday 9

Monday 10

Tuesday 11

Wednesday 12

Thursday 13

afternoon

morning

morning

morning

morning

afternoon

afternoon

afternoon

afternoon

 › Mass at Mare de Déu de la Bonanova parish, presided 
by the Archbishop of Barcelona

 › Welcome message from our Co-presidents

 › General introduction to the Colloquium based on 
the answers of the survey

 › Dialogue
 › Pastoral experiences
 › 1st group task. Which question that arises is new and 
important? Objective: Bear it in mind for the whole 
Colloquium

 › Conference. The Pauline mission and Evangelisation in the 
early communities: Which model does it provide us with?

 › Dialogue
 › Pastoral experiences
 › 3rd group task. How do we move forward in the distri-
bution of pastoral responsibilities in parishes?

 › Conference. Parishes towards a new vitality
 › Dialogue 
 › Pastoral experiences
 › 4th group task. Which proposals will we put to our 
parishes on our return?

 › Guided tour of the Sagrada Família
 › Mass in the Crypt.  
Presided by the CEP Co-president

 › Pastoral experiences
 › Conference. Keys to delve into the subject’s problematic
 › Dialogue
 › 2nd group task. Which key words did we retain from 
the conference?

 › Conference. Martin Luther and the Protestant Refor-
mation: Innovation or continuity?

 › Visit to the parishes

 › Discussion panel. Young Colloquium attendants: “The 
youth’s wishes for the Church of Europe”

 › Dialogue
 › 5th group task. To us, which convictions are clear 
and evident for our parishes? Can we, among Chris-
tian churches, carry out common actions for society in 
order to make our testimonies more credible?

 › Cava tasting

 › Youth contribution
 › Final conclusions
 › Dinner and festive evening!  Deo gratias!

With the collaboration 
of the following professors

Bernard Quintard
Rector of the St. Jean Baptiste and St. Ber-
nard parishes in Segala. Professor of Social 
Theology. Director of Permanent Training. 
Ex Fidei Donum in Argentina.

Alphonse Borras
Vicar General of Liège. Professor emeritus 
of canon law in the Faculty of Theology 
of Leuven. Professor in the Paris Catholic 
Institute.

Mireia Vidal
Professor of the History of the Church and 
Theology in the SEUT Faculty of Protestant 
Theology at Madrid.

Paul Zulehner
Viennese priest. Pastoral Theologist and Re-
ligion Sociologist from 1984 to 2008. Pro-
fessor of Pastoral Theology in the Faculty 
of Catholic Theology of the University of 
Vienna. Counsellor of the Council of Euro-
pean Bishops’ Conferences (CCEE).

Tibor Papp
Greek-Catholic priest. Rector in Eastern 
Hungary. Professor of Social Doctrine of the 
Church in the Greek Catholic Theological 
College of Nyíregyháza, in the Sapientia 
College of Theology in Budapest and in 
Corvinus University in Budapest.
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